Inferring regulatory relationships between genes, including the direction and the nature of influence between them, is a fundamental challenge in molecular genetics. One classical approach to this problem is epistasis analysis, which infers regulatory relationships in genetic pathways by looking at patterns of change in an observable trait resulting from individual and combinatorial deletion of genes. As useful as this broad approach has been, there are limits to its ability to discriminate alternative pathway structures. Here, we explore the possibility of dynamic epistasis analysis, in which, in addition to performing genetic perturbations of a pathway, we drive the pathway by a dynamic, time-varying upstream signal. We explore the theoretical power of dynamical epistasis analysis by conducting an identifiability analysis of Boolean models of genetic pathways, comparing static and dynamic approaches. We find that even relatively simple input dynamics greatly increases the power of epistasis analysis to discriminate alternative network structures.
INTRODUCTION
A gene regulatory network (GRN) [7] describes a group of interacting genes, and is often conceptualized as a directed graph in which links indicate direct regulatory effect, and may be further categorized into activating or repressing. Identifying the regulatory relationships between genes, including the direction of influence and the type of the relationship, is a fundamental challenge in molecular genetics. There are numerous computational methods for estimating GRN models, depending on the nature of the data available and the modeling formalism chosen (e.g. [9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 38] ).
A classical method from genetics, which in its simplest form can be performed by hand, is epistasis analysis [3, 6, 22] . Most typically, epistasis analysis refers to the use of gene knockouts, or deletions, to identify interactions between genes, and in particular, situations where the outcome of deleting two genes is "surprising" compared to the results of deleting each gene alone.
As formalized by Avery and Wasserman [3] , epistasis analysis is a method for inferring a genetic pathway that modulates the relationship between some "signal" and some "trait" or phenotype that we can observe. The trait is observed in different signal states in a wild-type organism and under conditions of single and double knockouts of genes in a pathway controlling the trait. Avery and Wasserman studied how the gene deletions impact the trait, depending on the pathway structure, and showed how in some cases the relationships between the genes in the pathway can be inferred. For instance, they showed how one can correctly determine the ordering of genes in the sex determination and programmed cell death pathways of C. elegans, using the inference rules they propose. They also demonstrated that genetic knockins, which permanently activate a gene, can provide useful information for determining pathway structure.
In Avery and Wasserman's formulation, epistasis occurs when the deletion of two genes (let's call them X and Y ) looks identical to the deletion of one of the genes (say, X) but not deletion of the other gene (Y ). That is, the double deletion phenotype matches just one of the single deletion phenotypes. Hence, the notion of "surprise" here is that the single deletion of X masks, or obscures, the deletion of Y .
A quite different notion of epistasis is when the double deletion produces an effect much stronger than we might expect from the outcomes of the single deletions. An example of this notion of epistasis can be found in the work of Tong et al. [33, 34] , who used synthetic genetic arrays to identify synthetic lethal or sick interactions (SSL) between individual genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. SSL occurs when the combination of two gene deletions leads to cell death or sickness, when each mutation alone appears harmless. Synthetic lethality is a qualitative feature (a double deletion results in death or it does not), whereas synthetic sickness is a quantitative feature (for instance, if growth rate is taken as a measure of cellular health).
The scope of quantitative epistasis analysis later widened with the experimental investigation of other types of genetic interactions [27, 28] . Positive (alleviating) interactions describe cases where a double mutation generates a phenotypic consequence greater than expected. Negative (aggravating) interactions include cases where the double mutation produces a phenotypic consequence less than expected. Examples of quantitative traits to which epistasis analysis has been applied include growth rate (fitness) [20, 31] , gene expression [20, 35] and the unfolded protein response in endoplasmic reticulum of yeast [11] .
While epistasis analysis has proven a powerful method for understanding genetic pathways, it is not without limitations. One of these is that epistasis analysis is not always able to resolve the structure of a given pathway. For example, suppose that in studying a particular genetic pathway, we have come up with three possible hypotheses on the structure of that network, as shown in Figure 1 . These diagrams represent the relationship between an input signal S (which may be a gene, a hormone, a drug, a nutrient, temperature, etc.), two intermediate genes X and Y , and an output trait or observed phenotype Z (which again may be a gene or just about anything else). For simplicity, we take all four to be Boolean. In the top network, S activates X, which activates Y , which activates Z. The middle network is similar, but Y and X are in the reverse order. In the third network, Z has activating links from both X and Y , and it requires both X and Y in order to be active itself. In all three networks, if S is on, its activity will eventually propagate to Z, turning it on. Conversely, if S is off then Z will eventually turn off. If either or both of X or Y are deleted, then Z will remain off regardless of S. Thus, even if, as in classical epistasis analysis, we are allowed to control the signal S, to delete genes X and/or Y , and to observe the trait Z, we cannot discriminate between these three hypothetical network structures.
Of course, if we could observe the activity of X and Y as well, then we could discriminate between the three networks. However, in epistasis analysis, this freedom is typically not assumed, for one of several possible reasons. First, the right
genetic pathway output trait Figure 1 : Three different genetic pathway structures that cannot be discriminated based on static epistasis analysis. The last network can be discriminated from the first two, if we dynamically vary the pathway input S.
notion of activity may not be known. For instance, the effects of gene X on the pathway might depend on its premRNA-if, for instance, a key micro-RNA is spliced out of the pre-miRNA, which goes on to repress Y 's mRNA. Or it might depend on X's mRNA-if for instance that mRNA acts as a micro-RNA sponge, relieving repression of Y 's mRNA. Or it might depend on X's protein, because X is a transcription factor that transcriptionally regulates Y . Or it might depend on a particular post-translationally modified version of X's protein-for instance, a phosphorylated form that activates its function. Each of these forms of X's products can be measured in various ways, but if we don't know which form is relevant, then we might measure the wrong one and mistakenly conclude X does not affect our trait of interest, Z, when it really does. Secondly, epistasis analysis is often applied in the context of large screening experiments, where hundreds or thousands of single-and double-deletion mutants are tested. While microarrays, RNA-seq, or mass spectrometry can be used to measure gene expression genome-wide, it is beyond the capacity of almost any present day lab to measure expression of all potentially relevant genes over thousands of conditions. Thus, the conservative assumption is that we want to make the best inferences we can about genetic pathways without directly observing the activities of every gene. If desired, targeted follow up experiments could do that, and in general, we would expect that the better our pathway estimates, the better we can target our follow up experiments. Our discussion of the networks in Figure 1 highlights another limitation of epistasis analysis-it has almost always been applied to static data. For example, the inference rules of Avery and Wasserman [3] make no allowance for dynamics in the input signal S. Rather, one assumes that S is constant in time, and that whenever the trait Z is measured/observed, it has achieved its steady state value for the given input. Consider what would happen in the networks of Figure 1 , however, if S were initially on for a long time, and then were switched off. In the bottom pathway, Z would turn off more quickly than it would in the top and middle networks. In those networks, the signal needs to propagate through three links before reaching Z, but in the bottom network, the direct link from Y to Z means the signal S reaches Z faster. Thus, even without resorting to gene deletions, a simple dynamic manipulation of the input S would allow us to discriminate one of our three hypotheses from the other two. On the other hand, varying S still does not help us discriminate between the top and middle networks. If both X and Y are intact, then for either network, Z always takes the same value as S had three time units before. And if either of X and Y are deleted, Z is always off.
These simple observations motivate the key question behind our current study: How much more powerful is epistasis analysis if we can vary the input signal S in time? Depending on the nature of the input signal, a variety of modern approaches enable its temporal manipulation. For example, if we have cells in a microfluidics device [25, 36] , parameters such as drug or nutrient concentrations, temperature and pressure can be controlled on the time scale of minutes or even seconds, while the cells' responses are observed over a period of hours. If the input signal is a gene, then techniques such as siRNA interference [17] , drug-inducible promoters [23] or CRISPR-Cas genome editing [26] allow dynamic manipulation. Even if such manipulations are feasible, however, their utility for unraveling genetic pathway architecture is unclear.
To our knowledge, only Azpetia et al. [4] have investigated epistasis in the context of dynamical networks with feedback. The authors argue that classical epistasis analysis may lead to wrong inferences when, in fact, there are dynamical feedbacks. Xu et al. [37] also describe a notion of dynamic epistasis, but not in the sense of temporal network dynamics. Rather, their focus is on the distinct behaviours of different mutant alleles of genes, and the evolution epistatic interactions.
In previous work [21] , we delineated the absolute limits of static epistasis analysis by conducting an identifiability analysis of two-gene pathway structures. Here, we extend that work to allow dynamics in S, which of course results in dynamical variations in pathways genes and the trait Z. We begin by describing a theoretical framework for identifiability analysis under different models of epistasis-static or dynamic, allowing or not allowing gene deletions (knockouts), and allowing or not allowing over-expression (knockins). Then, we use that framework to study identifiability of whole network structures, as well as individual network links, within different classes of networks. Our primary findings are that dynamics alone do not have as much power as gene deletions to determine network structure, but that dynamics in combination with gene deletions are far more powerful than deletions alone, and in many respects more powerful than the combination of gene deletions and knockins.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Boolean network model
Our theoretical investigation of dynamic epistasis analysis is based on the Boolean network model, which has already received considerable attention as a model of molecular and genetic networks [1, 2, 8, 12, 19, 24, 29, 30, 32] . As mentioned above, epistasis analysis [3, 5, 20, 21] is generally based on observing the outcome of some phenotype or trait, Z, possibly in response to an input signal, S, when a pair of genes that mediate that relationship (X and Y ) are perturbed. Thus, although all these things may be part of a much larger network, the networks we study will include just those four state variables: S, X, Y and Z. We assume that time takes discrete values, t = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and that at each time step, each of the four state variables takes a Boolean value.
In classical epistasis analysis, the input signal S is fixed in any given experiment. In our study, we will assume that we can control the input signal in an arbitrary time-dependent manner, so that the input to the network is the time-varying S(t). As mentioned in the Introuction, such control of S is possible whenever the signal denotes an experimental variable that is readily manipulated, such as the presence or absence of a drug or nutrient source in the medium in which cells are being grown, or the expression of an upstream gene. In other situations, we may have more limited control over S(t), and for this reason we also explore the extent to which limited dynamical changes in S can be beneficial to epistasis analysis.
The gene variables X and Y are assumed to have inherent, or wild-type, dynamics given by Boolean functions that may depend on S and each other.
where fX and fY are Boolean functions {0, 1} 2 → {0, 1}. However, in keeping with the vast majority of previous work on epistasis analysis, we assume that there is no cyclic dependency between X and Y . That is, if fX truly depends on Y , then fY cannot depend on X, and vice-versa. Autoregulation is also not allowed. In classical epistasis analysis [3] , these assumptions are made so that the output trait Z comes to a fixed, steady state value for any given fixed value of the input S, and that steady state value is independent of the initial state of the network. For our theory, we want to remove the restriction of observing only steady state traits, however, we retain the acyclicity assumption to avoid initial state dependence.
Finally, the trait Z is assumed to follow Boolean dynamics at all times and in all experiments, and it may depend on any or all of the other three variables. Thus, we may write
In the present study, we restrict fX , fY and fZ to be the logical AND or logical OR if their inputs, if there is more than one input. (There is concensus that non-monotone regulation functions, such as XOR, are rare if they occur at all [15] .) Each input can also appear directly or negated, in which case it is considered activating or repressing respectively. So, for example, if the rule for Z's dynamics is Z(t+1) = AND(NOT S(t), X(t), NOT Y (t)), then we would say Z is repressed by S, activated by X and repressed by Y , and that Z turns on only when X is on at the previous time step, and neither S nor Y are on.
This establishes the wild-type (WT) dynamics of the network, but we also allow that in some experiments the genes are altered to take fixed values. The deletion or knockout (KO) of gene X or Y , because it eliminates the gene and any function it might have, is modeled by an experiment in which X(t) = 0 or Y (t) = 0 for all times t, rather than obeying its wild-type dynamics. Similarly, the knockin (KI) or over-/ectopic expression of a gene is modeled by an experiment in which X(t) = 1 or Y (t) = 1 for all times t. Performing such genetic manipulations is not always trivial, but has been a staple of genetics research for decades, and there are many well-established means for doing so.
Running an experiment on a network
Consider a specific network N1. An experiment with this network is conceived as driving N1's dynamics with an input signal S(t) ∈ {0, 1} for t ∈ {1, . . . , tmax}, where tmax ≥ 4 is the final time step of the experiment. In a static experiment, we assume S(t) is fixed at 0 or 1 for the duration of the experiment, whereas in a dynamic experiment, S(t) can vary. For a given experiment, we also choose whether each of X and Y will follow wild-type (WT), knockout (KO) or knockin (KI) dynamics. Thus, an experiment is fully specified as E = (S(1), . . . , S(tmax), Xstatus, Ystatus) where Xstatus, Ystatus ∈ {W T, KO, KI}.
In a static experiment, the outcome of the experiment is Z(4), the value of the trait at time four. Because the networks we study have input-output depth of at most three links, all variables in a static experiment reach their steady state values by time step four at the latest. Thus, there is no need to observe the value of the trait at time steps after four. We assume the trait is not observed at time steps before four in order to avoid any possible dependence of observed trait values on the initial network state. In a dynamic experiment, S(t) is allowed to be arbitrary, and we allow the trait value to be observed at any and all time steps from the fourth onward, so the outcome of the experiment is Z(t) for t ∈ {4, . . . , tmax}.
An experimental regime is a set of experiments. In our studies, we will consider nine experimental regimes, which we will compare for their ability to discriminate different networks. The nine regimes arise from three different choices for the dynamics of the signal S, and three different choices for the perturbations to the genes. In the Static case, S is constant at zero or constant at one in every experiment. In the Step Dynamics case, we drive the network with the time-varying input S(·) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0); that is, the signal steps from zero up to one, and then back down to zero. Each input is held long enough-four time steps-to ensure that Z is observed at its steady state value for constant S, but we also get to observe how the step up and step down "ripples" through the network and alters the trait dynamically. Finally, in the Full Dynamics case, we drive the network with the time-varying input S(·) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) . The reason for this particular dynamic sequence is that the state equations tell us Z(t) can always be written in terms of X(t − 1), Y (t − 1) and S(t − 1). In turn, X(t − 1) and Y (t − 1) can be written in terms of S(t − 2) and S(t − 3) (depending which gene, if either, is upstream of the other). Thus, Z(t) can always be written in terms of S(t − 1), S(t − 2) and S(t − 3). Our Full Dynamics time series for S contains all eight possible Boolean triplets, and so drives Z in every way that it can be driven.
Our experimental regimes also depend on one of three choices of genetic perturbations: none (i.e. we observe only the wild-type network); KO, meaning we observe the output of the wild-type network as well as the network with X deleted, with Y deleted and with both X and Y deleted; and KOKI, meaning that we observe the network in all nine conditions of X and Y each being wild-type, deleted or knocked in. So, for instance, the Static experimental regime corresponds to just two constant-S experiments on the wildtype network, whereas the FullDynamicsKOKI regime corresponds to nine experiments (on the wild-type and different perturbed networks) using the complicated time series for S.
Identifiability of networks and links
We will study the ability of a set of experiments to distinguish among not just a pair of networks, but a whole set of networks N = (N1, N2, . . . , Nn). However, we will not only be interested in the case that the experiments E are able to distinguish every single network in the set N . Indeed, the experiments can be viewed as dividing N into equivalence classes of networks: N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ . . . ∪ N k where Ni ∩ Nj = ∅ for i = j. Within such an equivalence class, every network produces the exact same output for every experiment in E. Some of those equivalence classes may comprise a single network-that is, a network that can be distinguished from all others in N based on experiments E. Such a network is identifiable from N using experiments E. Other equivalence classes may include multiple networks.
We also study the identifiability of individual links. As an example, consider the link from S to X, which in any given network is one of three things: activating, repressing, or absent (i.e. there is no link). Let Ni be one equivalence class of networks from the larger set N with respect to experiments E. If Ni contains a single network, then obviously all links in that network can be identified, including the S − X link. Even if Ni contains multiple networks, however, the S − X link can be identified if all networks in the class contain the same S − X link-activating, repressing or absent. For a given network class N and experimental regime E, we will report the fraction of times an activating/repressing/absent link can be identified as the total size of all equivalence classes where all networks have that link, divided by the total number of networks that have that link.
We focus on two different network classes. The LinearPlus network class comprises all networks that include the links S → X → Y → Z or S → Y → X → Z, where each → can be activating or repressing but not absent. In these networks, X and Y are both on a genetic pathway that leads from S to Z, but their ordering and the nature of their direct relationship, activating or repressing, is unknown. Thus, the LinearPlus network class models a situation in which we already have some strong evidence that two genes, X and Y , collaborate in a pathway. As well, the LinearPlus allows links from any upstream variable to any downstream variable-thus, from S to Z, from S to whichever of X and Y is downstream of the other, and from whichever of X and Y is upstream of the other to Z. Each of these links may be activating, repressing or absent. As described above, when a variable takes two or more inputs, its value may be the logical AND or logical OR of those inputs. By straightforward enumeration, we found the LinearPlus class contains 1360 distinct networks.
The second network class we consider, called AllAcyclic, simply comprises all acyclic networks on the four variables S, X, Y and Z, with the restriction that S does not take any inputs (it is controlled by the experimenter) and Z does not provide outputs to any other variable. The AllAcyclic class models a situation where we know essentially nothing about whether X and Y participate in a pathway together, or even whether the signal S influences the trait Z at all, directly or indirectly. This might be the case in a highthroughput screen, where we are simply searching for genes or stimuli that might influence a trait. By straightforward enumeration, we found the AllAcyclic class contains 3243 distinct networks. Figure 2 provides a visual depiction of the identifiable and non-identifiable but equivalent networks induced by different experimental regimes, while Table 1 provides some summary statistics. Unsurprisingly, static analysis without the privilege of gene perturbations provides the least information for discriminating network structure. No network can be identified definitively, and for both LinearPlus and AllAcyclic network classes, the networks are simply divided into four equivalence classes. These correspond to network always ouputting Z = 0, those with Z = 1, those with Z = S, and those with Z = NOT S.
RESULTS
The addition of dynamics in both classes of networks, LinearPlus and AllAcyclic, results in a substantial increase in the number of identifiable graphs. While dynamics alone does not uniquely identify any graph structure ( Figure 2B outer ring, or Table 1), the integration of knockouts or knockins and knockouts with dynamics shows a large advantage over static analysis. In the LinearPlus network class, only 0.588% of the networks can be uniquely identified using static analysis with knockouts. The use of full dynamics with knockouts increases the percentage of identifiable networks to 23.5%. The combination of knockouts and knockins with dynamic analysis produces an even higher percentage of identifiability. For example, approximately half of the LinearPlus networks are uniquely identified with the use of full dynamics with knockouts and knockins, while 43.5% of the networks can be uniquely identified using step dynamics for S with knockouts and knockins.
A similar trend is observed for the AllAcyclic network class. Full dynamics with knockouts uniquely identifies 9.37% of networks compared to only 0.247% using static analysis. The addition of knockins also increases the percentage of identifiability for both types of analyses. For example, 24.4% of the networks can be distinguished using full dynamic analysis with knockins and knockouts. Also, for both class networks, while both full and step dynamics display improved results over static analysis, full dynamics can uniquely identify more graph structures.
As one would expect, experimental regimes that result in greater numbers of identifiable networks also tend to result in greater numbers of smaller equivalence classes of nonidentifiable networks (Figure 2 and Table 1 ). For instance, static analysis with knockouts on LinearPlus networks results in 76 equivalence classes with an average size of roughly 18 networks. Full dynamic analysis with knockouts increases the number of equivalence classes to 378 with average size of roughly 3. Similar results are observed for step dynamic analysis with knockouts. Knockouts and knockins with full dynamics on LinearPlus networks produces 336 equivalence classes of size 2.
Thus, while dynamics with knockouts or knockouts and knockins may not uniquely identify all the network structures, it greatly reduces the number of possible networks that are consistent with given experimental outcomes. Further, and boding well experimental utility, manipulating the input signal through simple step dynamics is nearly as powerful as a more sophisticated dynamical scheme that obtains the maximum possible information.
We also consider the percentage of identifiability of all the links (see Figure 3 for LinearPlus link identifiability under static signal with knockouts and under full dynamics with knockouts; Table 2 provides comprehensive statistics).
For static analysis with knockouts of the LinearPlus network class, the S − X and S − Y links can be confidently identified in just 6.2% of the networks. In more detail, when such links are activating or repressing, we can be sure of this for 6.9% of networks. However, when there is no link from S − X or from S − Y , we can never be sure of this fact, under the regime with static signal and gene knockouts. The S −Z link has a greater percentage of identifiability at 31.8% across all types of interactions, with 33.3% for both the activation and repression links and 28% for links with no interaction. The identifiability of links between the intermediate genes (X and Y ) and the trait Z is similar to that between the signal and the genes. Across all types of interactions, 31.2% of the links can be identified, with 34.8% for both activation and repression links and 10% when there is no interaction.
In the comparison of static analysis with knockouts to full dynamics with knockouts ( Figure 3B ), we observe a great increase in the percentage of identifiability of all the links. Perhaps most dramatically, the links between the signal and intermediate genes (X and Y ) go from 6.2% identifiable to 57.5% identifiable when we switch from static to dynamic analysis. There is near perfect identifiability for the S − Z link, and substantially better identifiability of the relationship between X and Y .
For all links excluding the interaction between genes X and Y , in all the experimental regimes that do not include knockins, and for both LinearPlus and AllAcyclic network classes, activating and repressing links have equal identifiability. A repressing link between X and Y , however, has greater identifiability than an activating one. For example, in the case of static analysis with knockouts for LinearPlus networks, activating links are 1.2% identifiable whereas repressing links are 14.1% identifiable. When knockouts and knockins are allowed, this disparity vanishes, so that activating and repressing links are equally identifiable.
Naturally, the use of full dynamics with both knockouts and knockins generates the best results in the unique identification (with the highest percentages) of each link in the network structure for both LinearPlus and AllAcyclic networks ( Table 2 ). All the links to the output trait are 100% identifiable and the links from the input signal to the genes are 83.5% identifiable for LinearPlus or 59.9% identifiable for AllAcyclic. Additionally, the interactions between the step dynamics, C,F: full dynamics). Within each ring of each graph, the alternating red and blue wedges correspond to equivalence classes with more than one network, with the size of the wedge being proportional to the number of networks in the equivalence class. Black wedges indicate networks that fall in their own equivalence class, and are thus identifiable. The three rings within each graph correspond to wild-type observations only (outer ring), wild-type plus single and double deletions (middle ring), and wild-type plus single and double deletions and knockins (inner ring). 
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented a theoretical investigation into the utility of driving a genetic pathway with a dynamical input, in order to better understand the organization of that pathway. Dynamics alone appear very weak in comparison with more traditional genetics approaches based on deleting or otherwise perturbing genes. However, the combination of dynamical input with genetic perturbations is powerful-far more powerful than static analysis. For instance, when we enumerated all acylic Boolean pathway models, we found that just 0.247% of them could be uniquely identified by a classical, static epistasis analysis based on gene knockouts. However, driving the same pathways with a dynamical input, in combination with gene knockouts, allows 9.37% of them to be identified uniquely-a 38-fold improvement in identifiability. Further, even when a dynamical input does not allow a pathway architecture to be entirely determined, it greatly reduces the number of alternatives, and often results in the unique identification of certain links within the pathway. For example, although using full dynamics with knockouts and knockins for the LinearPlus networks does not uniquely identify all the networks, we observed that all the equivalence classes are of size 2, where each pair of networks differs by a single link. In most respects, we also found that a dynamical input adds more to gene deletions than does the addition of gene knockins, which has been another standard method in genetics of interrogating networks. This is true for overall newtork identifiability as well as for links interior to the pathway, although direct links from pathway members to the output phenotype/trait are best identified by combining knockouts with knockins. Of course, all three can be combined for even better pathway inference.
Our positive results show the potential value of dynamics in epistasis analysis. However, even with dynamics and gene perturbations, some alternate network structures cannot be distinguished-and this despite the numerous simplifying assumptions we made: deterministic Boolean dynamics, acyclic networks, discrete time steps with no delays, etc. Thus, although our results suggest that dynamic epistasis analysis may be much more powerful than static epistasis analysis, even dynamic epistasis analysis faces substantial limits.
One important question for additional research is what more can we add to attain further improve pathway identifiability? One possibility is dynamic gene perturbations. We have explored the value of dynamics only in the input signal driving a pathway. However, with techniques such as siRNA knock down and CRISPR-Cas editing, it is increasingly feasible to perturb genes during the course of an experiment.
At the same time, it is important to consider how relaxing our simplifying assumptions may affect both the theoretical power of dynamic epistasis analysis and its practical applicability. On the theoretical side, analyzing deterministic Boolean models has the advantage that all possible networks can be enumerated and equivalence classes determined exactly. This enabled us to produce precise and exact results on identifiability. Similarly analyzing other types of pathway models, for instance the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) models often employed in systems biology, would not be so easy. For one thing, because such models have continuous parameters, complete enumeration of all models is not possible. (Although enumeration of network structures remains possible.) Indeed, comparing ODE models to experimental data generally requires nontrival nonlinear parameter optimization. Further, "consistency" is more a matter of degree, both because continuous parameter models cannot be expected to perfectly match a given set of data, and because they shouldn't. Realistically, we ought not to assume the output data can be observed perfectly, without noise or bias. So, expanding the theoretical analysis of dynamic epistasis beyond our present simplifying assumptions would require a different analysis framework.
On the other hand, many real genetic pathways and epistasis datasets are better captured by continuous or stochastic models than by deterministic Boolean models. Thus, there is every reason to want to extend dynamical epistasis analysis beyond the assumptions we have presented here. Indeed, some of our own previous work has emphasized the importance of quantitative statistical / regression-based approaches in epistasis analysis [20, 21] . Combining those ideas with dynamical models could lead to methods with great practical utility in determining genetic pathway structures.
Moving forward, we believe this is a key question to address regarding dynamic epistasis.
Finally, an open question in the area of epistasis analysis generally, dynamic or otherwise, is how larger network models can be built. Nearly all methods for epistasis analysis focus on a single pair of genes at a time, and the outcome of deleting/perturbing those genes individually and in combination. Battle et al. [5] is a notable example of taking data on many overlapping pairs of genes and attempting to build larger, more comprehensive network models. However, the best solution to this problem is far from settled. Moreover, there are many interesting questions regarding experiment design that have barely been addressed at all. For instance, modern technologies may allow a lab to screen many individual gene deletions for effects on a phenotype of interest. But screening all pairwise deletions may not be possible. Screening all pairs with dynamically manipulated input signals may be even less feasible, and may be best saved for select gene pairs that are of high interest but whose pathway relationship remains unclear. In the context of larger network inference, the question of allocating experimental resources to maximize benefit has not been addressed, and represents another key issue for investigation. 
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